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The Inscrutable Question: Remembering the Alamo; Israelite Priesthood Uses New Moons to Establish Sacred Calendar
Genesis 1:14 -	The God said, “Let there be lights in the expanse of the heavens to distinguish between day and night and let them be the means of indicating the times of sacred assemblies and feasts, and for days and years.”
	The “days and years” are the means by which mankind is to chart the time between the feast days prescribed by the Lord.  Some feasts are to be observed on a certain day or days every year while others are not.

Day and night are specific to the earth.  Day is the period of light experienced by a rotating earth and night is a similar period of darkness.  Each rotation results in a complete 24-hour day.
In the passage describing the Fourth Day of restoration, the Holy Spirit mentions several functions of the light bearing bodies:
	To separate the day from the night.  This is accomplished by the rotation of the earth and manifest by the terminator as a constant reminder of the Invisible War.  (v. 14)

Next, the luminaries are designed to be the means of indicating the times of sacred assemblies and feasts.  (v. 14)
These heavenly bodies are to give light on the earth in both daytime and nighttime.  (v. 15)
The “greater light” which is the sun, is to rule over the day while the lesser light, which is the moon, is to rule over the night.  (v. 16)
The sun and the moon are to “give light on the earth.”  (v. 17)
The sun is to govern the day and the moon is to govern the night.  (v. 18)
They are to separate the light from the darkness.  (v. 18)
	The “lights in the expanse of the heavens” are all designed to help mankind discover time, develop a calendar, and organize his life.

The primary purpose for the provision of time and time keeping to the human race is so that he can learn how to worship God in the time, place, and manner that He desires.
And the means by which man will be able to organize his life and harness time is by observation of the luminaries.  They have been provided for the principle purpose of organizing the spiritual life of the human race.
Genesis 1:14 -	The God said, “Let there be lights in the expanse of the heavens to distinguish between day and night and let these lights be the means of indicating the times of sacred assemblies and feasts, and for days and years.”
	68-	The lights will indicate to man by means of visual observation when certain of the feasts are to be observed.  They are to be kept on certain days each year and thus both the days and years must be measured and the “lights” are the means by which this will be accomplished.
	69-	These feasts will teach mankind about their Creator and Savior, the need for salvation and the means of acquiring it, the way of redemption and eternal life, and most importantly, how once saved the believer may worship God.
	70-	There is no question that the luminaries are also intended to assist man in his task of earning a living by working the fields or keeping his herds and flocks.
	71-	But the first priority of both the rancher and the farmer is to offer the firstlings of his herds and the first fruits of his crops to the Lord:
Leviticus 27:26 -	‘A first-born among animals, which as a first-born belongs to the Lord, no man may consecrate it; whether ox or sheep, it is the Lord’s.’
Exodus 34:26a -	“You shall bring the very first of the first fruits of your soil unto the house of the Lord your God.”
Then they may eat or sell what remains but the first-born and the initial harvest is to be considered the Lord’s.
We have noted examples in Exodus 12 and 13 of how the moon was used as the key indicator of when the Israelites’ sacred year was to begin.
The full moon near the spring equinox signaled the beginning of the month Nisan.  It was the first of the new sacred year and signaled the arrival of Passover, the first of the seven major feasts to be observed during the year.
We have now established that the primary and principle reason that mankind was introduced to time, and timekeeping is to coordinate and organize his life so he can worship God.
Without organization and a set of absolute principles that establish absolute priorities man would drift into the slavery that is typical of the sinful men in the devil’s world.
Without priorities and without rules we will not remember our Creator, we will not learn of salvation but will put our priorities on the things of this world.
With these things in mind we now take up the Doctrine of the Feasts.

